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The interaction of clean and partially oxidized Cu(110) with sulphur was studied by 

scanning tunneling microscopy and density functional theory calculations in the low-

coverage range. On the clean Cu surface individual S atoms adsorb in the troughs between 

the Cu atom rows. Hollow sites are preferred, but long-bridge sites are occasionally 

occupied as well. The majority of adsorbed S, however, seems to be involved in the 

formation of highly mobile CuxSy clusters of various sizes. The clusters preferentially 

attach to steps thus changing the step morphology completely. Some of the clusters form 

aggregates on the terraces. On the partially oxidized surface similar clusters form and 

cause long-range mass transport to steps. Additionally, nanowires form in [001] direction 

on and along the surface oxide stress domains. These nanowires have a complex 

composition, exhibit different corrugations and appear sometimes as three-dimensional 

needles. Occasionally they flip their direction by 90°, but doing so they partially 

decompose. Finally, annealing of the S-O-Cu surface leads to consumption of the surface 

oxide stripes indicating loss of oxygen presumably via SO2 formation. Simultaneously, 

linear sulphur chains suspended between the [001] –O-Cu-O- chains form in 110 
   

direction. The surprising multitude of processes and products even at low-pressure, low-

temperature conditions in the comparatively simple S-O-Cu system highlights the 

difficulty of controlling reactivity and selectivity on such convertible catalyst surfaces.  

__________________ 

*) Authors, to whom correspondence should be addressed. 
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Introduction: 

 
Copper catalyzes a number of industrially important chemical reactions. It is used for 

instance as desulfurization catalyst [1, 2], in the low-temperature stage of the water gas 

shift reaction[3, 4] and in (electro)catalytic CO2 reduction [5, 6]. The catalytic activity of 

copper can in part be attributed to its electronic structure [7],  but morphology, e.g. 

number density and type of under-coordinated sites etc. is an important descriptor as 

well[8]. The Sulfur-Cu interaction has been addressed in several previous surface science 

studies, both experimentally [9-20] and theoretically [21-25].  Interest in this system 

arises not only from the use of Cu as desulfurization catalyst, but also from the S poisoning 

of the water gas shift reaction. S induced corrosion of Cu plays an important role in the 

deterioration of cultural artefacts and is relevant for nuclear waste disposal, since the 

radioactive waste is sometimes confined in copper containers [25]. In the present study 

we revisit the interaction of Cu(110) and partially oxidized Cu(110) with Sulfur by 

scanning tunneling microscopy (STM). In contrast to the majority of previous 

investigations we dose pure S onto Cu(110). We expected this to simplify the surface 

reactions in comparison to SO2 or H2S exposure, since disproportionation reactions and 

hydroxyl or water formation should be suppressed in this case. Surprisingly, an extremely 

complex variety of surface reactions is observed with mobile cluster formation, long-

distance mass transport, and most notably formation of different minority species, which 

will be very difficult to identify by spectroscopic methods and yet may be important 

reaction intermediates in catalytic processes. 

 

Experiment and Theory: 

 

The experiments have been carried out in a UHV system featuring a preparation chamber 

and a separate cryostate chamber housing the STM. The preparation chamber was 

equipped with a solid-state electrolysis cell for sulfur dosing [26]. Exposures to both, S 

and O2, were carried out at room temperature, whereas the STM images were recorded at 

77 K. In the following, we give the sulfur dose in atoms per cm2. Global sulfur coverages 

are of little significance since we observe immediate attack of the S at Cu step edges, 

mobile clusters and three-dimensional (3D) growth, i.e. extremely inhomogeneous local 

S coverage. Long-range ordered overlayers formed only after large exposures, but the 
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present investigation is focused on the lower coverage range, were the Cu surface is still 

well defined and a variety of structures is observed.  

 

The calculations were performed with plane-wave density functional theory (DFT) using the 

Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP) [27, 28]. Potentials within the projector 

augmented wave method (PAW) [29] and the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) with 

the Perdew-Wang 91 functional were used [30]. For bulk optimization, the lattice parameters 

were obtained by minimizing the total energy of the unit cell using a conjugated gradient 

algorithm to relax the ions and considering a set of 4×4×4 Monkhorst−Pack k-points to sample 

the Brillouin Zone. Cu(110) surfaces were modelled with slabs of five layer thicknesses. During 

optimization, the top three layers together with the adsorbed species were allowed to relax, and 

a set of 1×2×1 Monkhorst-Pack k-points was used for the (4×4) surface unit cell. A kinetic 

energy cutoff of 400 eV was employed for all the calculations.  

 

Results and Discussion: 

 

Three major changes occur at the Cu(110) surface upon S dosing. Bright islands appear 

with frizzy edges. This indicates the presence of a mobile species at room temperature, 

which tends to form islands. The islands have different sizes, variable shapes and seem to 

be mobile even at the measuring temperature of 77 K. From Fig. 1A one can conclude that 

they move preferentially along the 110 
  direction. 

 

Secondly, dark rings with bright centres in trough sites are observed. Comparison with 

contours of constant local density of states (LDOS) obtained from a DFT calculation of the 

(2×2)-S/Cu(110) system (inset in Fig. 1) identifies these features as atomic S species.  

For atomic S, the hollow site (H) is the most stable one [9, 21], but the long-bridge site 

(LB) is only slightly higher in energy. In Fig. 1B a grid is locally superimposed with the 

gridpoints centered at the Cu surface atoms. Although the individual Cu atoms are not 

resolved in Fig. 1B, the STM length scale can be accurately calibrated from the Cu row 

distances and cross-checked with the dimensions of the Cu-O stripes of the partially 

oxidised surface. This leaves only the lateral positioning of the grid for adjustment. Here, 
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the grid has been aligned in such a way that the majority of the sulphur atoms is located 

in the more stable H site. Quite clearly, however, some occupied LB sites are found as well. 

 

Figure 1: A: Clean Cu(110) surface exposed to 3.121013 atoms/cm2 (the actual coverage 

presumably being significantly smaller). Two species are observed: dark rings around 

bright centers and bright islands with somewhat frizzy edges. (2020 nm²; Ubias: -25 mV, 

It: 50 pA). B: Same preparation as A, but annealed to 373 K. The grid in the upper part 

marks the positions of the Cu atoms on the Cu(110) surface (7.37.3 nm²; Ubias: 30 mV,  

It: 150 pA). The inset shows a DFT simulation of the STM contrast for a (4×4)-S/Cu(110) 

adsorption layer with tip-sample distance at 2 Å. C: Large-scale image of the same 

preparation as B. (280280 nm²; Ubias: 500 meV, It: 50 pA). D: Clean Cu(110) surface 

exposed to 2.181014 atoms/cm2 (140140 nm²; Ubias: 50 mV, It: 50 pA).  

 

The third change brought about by S exposure is particularly evident, if the exposure is 

increased significantly beyond the one for Figs. 1A to 1C. Fig. 1D shows the surface 

morphology after an exposure of 2.18×1014 atoms/cm2. The steps are no longer parallel 
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to the 110 
   direction as they largely still are in Fig. 1C. Apparently, a mass transport 

involving Cu atoms has occurred and the step energy has become more isotropic, as one 

should expect for the presence of an adsorbate, which gains excess binding energy on a 

step or kink site relative to a terrace site. The Cu mass transport suggests that Cu atoms 

are involved in the formation of the mobile bright islands. This conforms to the well-

known tendency of Cu surfaces to form extremely mobile CuxSy clusters reported for other 

low-index Cu surfaces [10-12, 23]. Carley et al. [13] studied the adsorption of H2S on 

Cu(110) by room temperature STM and concluded indirectly from the change in step 

morphology that mobile S-Cu complexes are formed. They were not able to identify 

individual S atoms, which they attributed to a high mobility of this species at 295 K. In 

contrast to their room temperature study, the present 77 K data provide direct evidence 

for both, mobile clusters and individual chemisorbed S atoms. High mobility of Cu atoms 

detaching from steps due to CO adsorption in dynamic equilibrium with CO gas (in the 

Torr regime) was also observed in a previous study [31]. 

 

 

 

Figure 2: A: Sulphur adsorption on 0.2 ML O(21)-Cu(110) (Exposure approx. 

61012 atoms/cm2). The dark stripes are the surface oxide stress domains, bright 

patches and lines appear upon S adsorption (140140 nm²; Ubias: -500 mV, It: 70 pA). 

B: High-resolution image of a similar preparation as in A (12.314.9 nm²; Ubias: 300 

mV, It: 100 pA). 
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Fig. 2 shows the adsorption of S on an oxygen pre-dosed Cu(110) surface. The oxygen 

coverage is slightly below 0.25 monolayers (ML). 0.5 ML corresponds to a uniform 

O(2×1)-Cu(110) surface [32]. At lower coverages a regular array of stress domains forms, 

the so-called piano-board surface structure. The origin of this name is evident from Fig. 

2A, where the O(2×1) stress domains appear as dark stripes crossing the terraces from 

step to step. S adsorption causes two features to appear: First, clusters, which form more 

or less exclusively on the clean Cu stripes, but preferentially at the edges of the surface 

oxide stripes. Clearly, the edges of the surface oxide domains are sites of enhanced 

chemical activity. Second, long chains or nanowires form within the oxide stripes. The 

stripes themselves remain unaltered. Apparently, at this stage there is no significant 

reaction with oxygen.  Post-adsorption of oxygen did not change the overall pattern: the 

stress domains formed almost the same way as on the clean surface. This is in remarkable 

contrast to the study of  Carley et al. [13], where H2S pre-adsorption blocked the formation 

of surface oxide stripes. The present results suggest that this is not due to the presence of 

sulfur, but that the hydrogen reacts at 298 K with the surface oxygen to form hydroxyl 

groups or even water thus significantly changing the surface chemistry, in contrast to the 

clean Cu surface [33].  

 

The overall pattern remains almost unchanged, if the Cu/O/S surface is heated to 323 K 

after S exposure. However, during annealing to 373 K, dramatic changes occur (see Fig. 

3). The steps on the surface become much more serrated (Fig. 3A). Higher resolution 

images (Figs. 3C and 3D) reveal an alteration of the CuO stripes, which are partially 

consumed. Instead new chains form along the 110 
   direction. Fig. 3C provides atomic 

resolution of the Cu atoms in the clean Cu patches thus allowing to gauge the periodicity 

of the 110 
   chains: they exhibit a periodicity of 255pm, corresponding to the Cu nearest-

neighbour (nn) distance.  

 

The copper atoms liberated during the consumption of the oxide stripes are apparently 

only partially, if at all, incorporated into the 110 
  chains, since the step morphology 

changes considerably during the process indicating that the majority of the Cu atoms is 
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travelling to the steps. The resulting outward growth of the steps causes all the remaining 

oxide stripes to end on the terraces before reaching the steps as seen in Fig. 3A. 

Presumably, the high mobility of the Cu is attributable to CuxSy clusters similar to those 

seen on the pure Cu surface [10-12, 23]. 

 

 

Figure 3: A: S on 0.2 ML O(21)-Cu(110) similar to Figure 2A, but after annealing to 

373 K (112112 nm²; Ubias= -50 mV, It: 70 pA). B: High-resolution image as in A, 

showing the formation of 110 
   chains (2828 nm²; Ubias: -200 mV, It: 35 pA). C: 

High-resolution image of the structure seen in the lower right of B, showing the 

remnant of an O-Cu-O chain from the surface oxide stripes and attached to it a 110 
   

chain (77 nm²; Ubias: -10mV, It: 35 pA). In B and C imaging conditions are such that 

the Cu and the O, respectively, in the O-Cu-O chains is imaged as protrusion. D: 

Overview of the same preparation after annealing to 423 K (7070 nm²; Ubias: 

100mV, It: 50 pA). 
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In addition to the long-range transport and the short chains oriented along the 110 
   

direction, nanowires in  001 direction can be seen e.g. in Fig. 3D and Fig. 4. These 

nanowires are not to be confused with single -O-Cu-O- chains remaining from the 

consumption of the O(2×1)-Cu stress domains, as they appear for instance in Fig. 3C. The 

 001 nanowires are always attached to CuO chains or domains. They are similar to the 

nanowires formed in the surface oxide domains shown in Fig. 2B.  In some cases the 

flipping of a complete nanowire, originally aligned on the oxide stripes in  001  direction, 

into the 110 
  direction could be observed (see Fig. 4). Of course it cannot be excluded that 

the flipping is triggered by the STM tip, although the tunnelling conditions are quite mild 

(Ubias= 35 mV, It: 50 pA), but the at least partial internal coherence of the structure is 

remarkable. 

 

Figure 4: Back-to-back recorded images show an entire  001  nanowire flipping 

over into a 110 
  chain, albeit with some reconfiguration: Only part of the nanowire 

retains its original internal structure, while some of the material originally forming 

the double chain is spread out around the chain. (Exposure approx. 61012 

atoms/cm2; left: 20.424 nm²; Ubias: 50 mV, It: 20 pA; right: 1216 nm²; Ubias: 35 mV, 

It: 50 pA). 
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The morphology appearing in Fig. 3B is reminiscent of that observed by Alemozafar et al. 

in their adsorption studies of SO2 on Cu(110) [15, 17]. However, closer inspection reveals 

fundamental differences: First, in their images recorded after SO2 adsorption on the 

piano-board structure nanowires in [001] direction are absent. This should be compared 

to Figs. 2A, 3A, 3D and 4, where such nanowires are a sparsely dispersed, but prominent 

feature. More importantly, the 110 
   chains formed between the oxide stripes after SO2 

exposure have a twofold periodicity and form occasionally a local p(2×2) configuration. 

Here, after S exposure, the 110 
  chains have the periodicity of the underlying Cu rows, i.e. 

255 pm (see Fig. 3C). Fig. 5 shows high-resolution images of such a chain obtained with 

two different tip conditions and revealing further details: The building blocks seem to be 

asymmetric, with the orientation switching at a certain position within the chain (arrow 

in Fig. 5A).   

 

Figure 5: A: High-resolution image of a typical 110 
  chain. The chain periodicity is 

255 pm. Note the asymmetric shape of the building blocks and the mirror symmetry 
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around a defect site within the chain (arrow). Cu atoms appear as protrusions. The 

chain is aligned along a trough of the Cu substrate and exhibits a periodicity of 255 

pm, i.e. the same periodicity as the close-packed Cu rows on clean Cu(110). 

(12.812.8 nm²; Ubias: 25mV, It: 50 pA). B: After a change in the tip condition, the 

contrast is inverted. Now the oxygen atoms are imaged as protrusions. (12.88.3 

nm²; Ubias: 25mV, It: 50 pA). 

 
From their XPS and temperature-programmed reaction spectroscopy data including 

isotope labelling Alemozafar et al. [15-17] concluded that SO2 reacts with the surface 

oxygen to form SO3(ads) in a monodentate bonding configuration. Consequently, they 

assumed the 110 
  chains to consist of SO3 moieties residing in hollow sites. They also 

found these chains to migrate via collective motion. The 110 
  chains observed here are 

also located in the troughs between the top-layer copper rows and they are also mobile 

to some extent (see Fig. 3C, where the 110 
  chain seems to change position while the 

image is recorded).  Despite a superficial similarity to the results of Alemozafar et al. [15, 

17], the chains forming in the present experiment cannot consist of SO3 building blocks. 

The periodicity does not agree and indeed, according to our DFT results, it is impossible 

to arrange SO3 units at such a packing density as obtained here. Further details about the 

110 
   chains can be derived from Fig. 5, where images are compared which have been 

recorded with different states of the STM tip. In Fig. 5A the Cu atoms in the oxide CuO 

chains are imaged as protrusions, while in Fig. 5B the oxygen atoms appear as hills. The 

110 
   chain shows the same contrast behaviour as the oxygen atoms and it contains very 

closely packed atoms with a periodicity of 255 pm. This together with the known 

tendency of S to form Sx chains leads us to suggest that the 110 
  chains are linear S 

aggregates. The S-S bond is known to be rather flexible and bond length between 180 and 

300 pm are possible depending on the configuration and the ligands [34]. The 

conspicuous asymmetry seen in Fig. 5A might argue against a simple atomic chain, but it 

could stem from an asymmetric adsorption site rather than an asymmetry of the 

constituents. With identical building blocks and the chain being suspended between –O-
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Cu-O- added rows, asymmetric adsorption sites would seem unlikely. However, 

asymmetric S chains are known to exist [35] and to be only marginally different in energy 

in relation to symmetric ones. Steudel and Steudel [35] interpret them as an adduct 

between Sn

  and mS . This would nicely fit the morphology of the 110 
  chain shown in Fig. 

5A. The problem with the Sn



mS adduct chain is on the one hand, whether such an 

asymmetric chain would survive on the Cu surface. On the other hand, an asymmetric 

charge distribution is plausible, since the chain is confined on one side by a regular 

O(2×1)-Cu(110) stripe, while on the other side it is attached to a short single –O-Cu-O- 

chain terminated at least on one side by a Cu atom or a Cu containing cluster. 

Furthermore, the centre of inversion (black arrow in Fig. 5), looks very similar to the rest 

of the chain and shows the same contrast inversion upon tip change. This supports an 

assignment as S atom with only different bond length from the rest of the chain. 

 

Notably, the 110 
  chains form only in the presence of the Cu-O-Cu chains in the Cu surface 

oxide and the surface oxide stripes are consumed during the formation of the chains. This 

suggests the following scenario: Since the 110 
   chains can contain, if at all, only very little 

oxygen, the oxygen is apparently reacted away during the annealing to 100°C. Most likely, 

this occurs via oxidation of S: 2S+O SO ; SO+O SO   . SO has been shown to be a short-

lived reaction intermediate, not observable for instance in XPS [14, 17]. SO2 is weakly 

adsorbed and can desorb during the annealing step at 100°C. The Cu atoms liberated in 

the Cu surface-oxide consumption form CuxSy clusters and travel to the steps. Some of the 

adsorbed S clusters (the distribution of S species emitted from the source depends 

critically on the temperature and is not well known) form the 110 
  chains. Stabilisation of 

the chains requires a terminating Cu+. Therefore, the 110 
  chains are most of the time 

suspended between –O-Cu-O- chains (in Fig. 3C one end seems to be terminated by a CuxSy 

cluster). 

 

It is much more difficult to find a plausible model for the [001] nanowires formed during 

low-T exposure within or alongside the Cu surface-oxide stripes (Figs. 2, 3A, 3D, 4, and 6). 
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They are not entirely uniform, sometimes appearing with (Fig. 6A), sometimes without 

an inner structure (Fig. 6B). They are present after S dosing onto the partially oxidised Cu 

surface at 298 K (Fig. 6A and 6B) and survive annealing to 323 K and 423 K (Fig. 4). In Fig. 

4 it is shown that even at 77K such a nanowire can flip its direction, but during this process 

it partially decomposes, presumably shedding off CuxSy clusters. In some cases at least, 

the nanowire islands are apparently more than one monolayer in height, as shown in Figs. 

6A and 6C. The profile in Fig. 6C, however, should not be mistaken as reflecting the true 

geometry, since it depends on the tip state and the conductivity of the structure. Note that 

with the tip state in Fig. 6 the oxide stripes appear as depressions, i.e. lower than the 

surrounding clean Cu surface in contrast to the actual geometry. As these nanowires are 

a minority species coexisting with CuxSy clusters and –O-Cu-O- chains and seem to contain 

Cu, O and S in various compositions, it will be extremely difficult to elucidate their precise 

structure with any spectroscopy. 

 

 

Figure 6: A: Nanowire structure in [001] direction formed after S exposure on a 

(2×1)O-Cu(110) stripe. (1820 nm²; Ubias: 300 mV, It: 200 pA) B: A different type of 

[001] nanowire, where no internal structure could be resolved. (3.84.3 nm²; Ubias: 

-250 mV, It: 50 pA). C: Profile of the nanowire shown in A. 
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A series of DFT calculations was carried out in order to support the interpretation of at 

least some of the surface reaction products. The identification of single adsorbed S atoms 

is rather convincing in view of the peculiar contrast with a central protrusion and a 

surrounding dark ring. We did not try to elucidate the detailed structure of the mobile 

CuxSy clusters, since they apparently vary in size, shape and mobility (see Fig. 1) and a 

unique identification on the basis of energetics alone is hardly possible [11]. Thus our 

efforts focused on a model for the 110 
  chains shown in Fig. 5. We first followed the 

suggestion of Alemozafar et al. [15, 17] trying to construct the chains from Cu and SO3 

building units or from SO3 alone. No reasonable geometry was found with a single 

periodicity, since strong repulsive interactions prevented any stable arrangement. 

 

Next we tried chain structures with a Cu backbone of single-periodicity connected to S 

atoms in either CuS, Cu2S3 or CuS3 stoichiometry based on the assumption that S atoms  in 

various bridging geometries could account for the internal stability of the chains. The 

geometry optimization, however, invariably resulted in a decay of the chains into its 

atomic constituents with the latter finally occupying high-symmetry sites. Thus neither 

the characteristic asymmetry nor the internal bonding along the chain direction 

responsible for the collective motion could be reproduced. Finally we investigated chains 

with S backbones and O atoms in various bonding configurations. In the dense geometry 

required for a chain with single-periodicity the least repulsive interactions occurred for a 

1:1 stoichiometry. Single (OSO) and double chains (OSSO)[36] were examined. In the 

latter case, a weak attractive interaction between OSSO units occurred at distances 

between 600 pm and 460 pm, but quickly changed to repulsive upon further compression. 

Furthermore, the chains tended to disintegrate into SO units, which adsorbed in a flat 

geometry in 110 
  direction, thus excluding a single periodicity. Chains consisting of 

sulphur rings with attached oxygen did not match the required single periodicity. In 

addition, once adsorbed on the Cu(110) surface they tended to decay into S chains. The S 

chains obtained in the DFT calculations, while consistent with the required periodicity, 

were always symmetric. Thus we were finally led to the present proposal of an 

asymmetric S chain or, in other words, an Sn



mS adduct chain, where the asymmetry is 

caused by a different termination at opposite ends. Such a configuration is of course hard 
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to model in a DFT calculation, because it requires very large unit cells for modelling the 

different terminating Cu-O, resp. Cu-S-O species. 

 

Summary: 

 

Even under UHV conditions and moderate temperatures the interaction of Cu(110) with 

S  gives rise to a variety of restructuring processes. Formation of highly mobile CuxSy 

clusters results in long-range mass transport and complete change of step morphology. 

Some of the clusters coalesce to form islands on the terraces. Individual S atoms appear 

as well as statistically distributed adsorbates in the troughs between the Cu rows on clean 

Cu terraces. Long-bridge and hollow sites are both occupied with a slight preference for 

the latter. On partially oxidised Cu(110) complex nanowire structures oriented in [001] 

direction appear randomly on and at the surface oxide stripes. Occasionally they flip into 

the 110 
  direction, but this is associated with partial decomposition. If the surface is 

annealed to 423 K the surface oxide stripes are progressively consumed with increasing 

sulfur exposure. Apparently some of the oxygen is reacted away via SO2 desorption. 

Additionally, chains with a periodicity of 255 pm are formed in 110 
  direction. Testing 

several models for these chains by DFT calculations led us finally to attribute these 

structures to linear Sx species terminated by Cu+ atoms within –O-Cu-O- chains. An 

asymmetric termination then gives rise to asymmetric chains. Each of the observed 

structures might result in different reaction paths in a catalytic process. Thus the present 

results illustrate once more the complexity of catalytic reactions even under well-

controlled conditions in a low-pressure, low-temperature environment. Finally, the 

reactions observed here might also be relevant for the S induced transport processes in 

lithium-sulphur battery systems. 
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